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New insights into the mechanism for chloritization of biotite using polytype analysis
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ABSTRACT
Near-atomic-resolution transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the chloritization
mechanisms of biotite in a granitic rock and to reveal polytypic details of the resulting chlorite.
Comparison of stacking sequences in 2M1 and longer period biotite polytypes with sequences in
areas containing chlorite layers revealed that typically, two biotite layers transform to one chlorite
layer, losing two potassium interlayer sheets and two tetrahedral sheets. In some cases, more than
two biotite layers are replaced by one chlorite layer. Less commonly, a potassium interlayer sheet is
replaced by a brucite-like sheet. One biotite layer is transformed to one serpentine layer via loss of a
potassium interlayer and a tetrahedral sheet in places. Based on the relative frequency of the two
chlorite layers to one biotite layer vs. one biotite layer to one chlorite layer mechanisms, the net
result of chloritization is a considerable volume decrease along c*. Near-atomic-resolution images
–
recorded down [010], [310], or [31 0] revealed that the chlorite polytype in the biotite-chlorite
interstratifications is predominantly IIbb. However mixtures of Ibb, Iab, IIab, and IIbb also occur.
The “aa” stacking sequences were never found. Chlorite polytypes may be determined in part by the
chloritization mechanisms and in part by relief of local shear by a/3 displacements.

INTRODUCTION
Transformation of sheet silicates and chloritization of mica
has been widely investigated using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Iijima and Zhu (1982) and
Olives and Amouric (1984) reported a 14 Å chlorite-like structure in biotite, which they interpreted to form via the replacement of a potassium interlayer sheet by a brucite-like sheet. In
contrast, Veblen and Ferry (1983) found another chloritization
mechanism involving formation of one chlorite layer from two
biotite layers by the removal of two potassium interlayer sheets
and two tetrahedral sheets. Both mechanisms were reported by
other groups (Eggleton and Banfield 1985; De Parseval et al.
1994). Following Veblen and Ferry (1983), the former
chloritization mechanism is referred to as mechanism 1 and
the latter is referred to as mechanism 2 in the following discussion. Most of the prior results and discussion are based on the
observation of lattice-fringe images at the “transition” areas
from biotite to chlorite. Such areas are infrequent and it is difficult to obtain any statistical conclusions about the relative
importance of mechanisms 1 and 2 using HRTEM. Veblen and
Ferry (1983) suggested that mechanism 2 must dominate during chloritization of granitic rocks in order to explain the result
of petrographic (more macroscopic) investigations by Ferry
(1979).
Previous studies of chloritization of mica have typically
under utilized the polytypic details of the reactant and product.
Bailey and Brown (1962) theoretically derived twelve different one-layer chlorite polytypes. Furthermore, natural chlorites
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generally contain semi-random stacking and they are assigned
to one of six groups which are expressed as Iaa, Ibb, IIaa, IIbb,
Iba, and IIab (Bailey 1988a). Hayes (1970) reported another
group Ibd, which means the mixture of Ibb and Iba, as distinguished by X-ray diffraction. He also proposed that the occurrence of these polytype groups is temperature dependent, with
the sequence Ibd → Iba → Ibb →IIbb as temperature increases
during metamorphism (Hayes 1970). Walker (1993) reported
that IIbb can be formed in very low grade metamorphism and
doubted the above sequence. These ideas of Walker were supported by TEM investigation by Schmidt and Livi (1999). Using X-ray diffraction, Eggleton and Banfield (1985) reported
that IIbb is dominant in chlorite formed by alteration of granitic biotite.
We have recently demonstrated that chlorite polytype groups
or the stacking sequence of individual chlorite layers can be
determined directly using near-atomic-resolution electron microscopy (Banfield and Murakami 1998; Kogure and Banfield
1998). This paper uses such polytype analyses to determine
biotite chloritization mechanisms by directly resolving the regular, long-period polytypic sequences of biotite and determining how the sequences are changed by formation of individual
chlorite layers. If chloritization occurs in disorder-free biotite
polytypes other than 1M, mechanisms 1 and 2 must result in
different stacking sequences. Specifically, the sequences of the
intra-layer displacement vectors in 2:1 layers, whose projection on (001) has a length of a/3, will differ. If brucite-like
sheets are formed by mechanism 1, original stacking sequences
in the biotite polytype are preserved because all 2:1 layers are
preserved. In the case of mechanism 2, original stacking sequences must be changed due to removal of some 2:1 layers.
Thus, it is possible to determine the number of biotite layers
consumed by formation of a chlorite unit cell and hence,
its formation mechanism. The correlation between the
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